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Spatially resolved scanning tunneling spectroscopy on single-walled carbon nanotubes
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Department of Applied Sciences and DIMES, Delft University of Technology, Lorentzweg 1, 2628 CJ Delft, The Netherland

~Received 24 January 2000!

Scanning tunneling microscope spectroscopy is used to study in detail the electronic band structure of
carbon nanotubes as well as to locally investigate electronic features of interesting topological sites such as
nanotube ends and bends. From a large number of measurements of the tunneling density-of-states~DOS!
nanotubes can be classified, according to predictions, as either semiconducting~two-third of the total number
of tubes! or metallic ~one-third!. The energy subband separations in the tunneling DOS compare reasonably
well to theoretical calculations. At nanotube ends, spatially resolved spectra show additional sharp conductance
peaks that shift in energy as a function of position. Spectroscopy measurements on a nanotube kink suggest
that the kink is a heterojunction between a semiconducting and a metallic nanotube.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electronic and atomic structure of a carbon nanot
are related to each other in a remarkable way. A nanot
can be thought of as a rolled up graphene sheet where
parameters, the chiralityf of the hexagonal lattice along th
nanotube shell and the diameterd, fully describe its atomic
structure.1 The indices (n,m) of a nanotube correspond to
specific combination of chiral anglef and diameterd. De-
pending critically on these (n,m) indices, a nanotube can b
either semiconducting or metallic.2–4 Of all possible (n,m)
nanotubes, roughly one-third is predicted to be metallic.

Scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! has proven to be a
very useful technique to investigate carbon nanotubes s
both the atomic and electronic structure can be investiga
for individual nanotubes.5–14 Atomically resolved imaging
enabled us to observe the chiral structure of a nanotube
addition, the electronic density-of-states~DOS! can be mea-
sured for the same tube by scanning tunneling spectrosc
~STS!. The DOS of carbon nanotubes in theory consists o
number of one-dimensional~1D! subbands due to the quan
tization of available energy modes in the circumferen
direction.2–4 This may be seen, for example, in the theore
cally calculated DOS for a semiconducting and a meta
nanotube in Fig. 2~curves 1 and 6, respectively!. The sub-
band onsets are sharp Van Hove singularities due to the
dimensional nature of the subbands. The energy interva
which the subband onsets appear depend on whether the
is metallic or semiconducting and on the nanotu
diameter.15,16 Recent STS measurements verified the gen
features predicted for the DOS. Nanotubes were found to
either semiconducting or metallic and also Van Hove sin
larities could be observed.10,11,14 Attention is now directed
towards the electronic structure of topologically interest
sites in nanotubes, such as ends, bends, and kinks. T
sites can be studied spatially resolved by STS. Carrolet al.9

observed sharp STS resonances at the tip of multiwa
nanotubes that could be associated with a particular
structure. Recently, Kimet al.14 also observed peaks in th
DOS at the end of a metallic single-walled nanotube. Th
attributed this result to a specific arrangement of pentag
at the cap. Another interesting topological effect is a junct
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between two nanotubes with different (n,m) numbers, which
appears as a sharp bend, or ‘‘kink.’’ Section III B discusse
measurement on a sharply bent nanotube that appears
spectroscopy curves above and below the kink to be a
lecular semiconductor-metal heterojunction.

In this paper we review results from a large number
STS measurements on individual nanotubes. The main
tures of the electronic DOS as well as locally resolved d
on tube ends and a tube kink are discussed in Sec. III.
following section first gives details of the sample and me
surement methods.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Measurements were performed on samples of Au~111!
surfaces with single-walled carbon nanotubes that were s
thesized by laser evaporation~by Smalley and co-workers!.17

The Au ~111! was prepared by melting pieces of abo
30 mm3 from a 99.99% pure gold wire in a gas flame. T
single-crystalline~111! facets appearing on the surface du
ing cooling were used as substrates. Pieces of nanotube
were dispersed in dichloroethane and ultrasonically agita
to unravel the bundles of tubes. A droplet of the dispers
was then deposited on the substrates of Au~111! in ambient
conditions. The measurements were done in a homebuilt
STM. STM tips were mechanically cut from a Pt~90%!
Ir~10%! wire. Imaging was done in constant-current mode
typical parameters of 60 pA for the tunnel currentI and 0.1
V for the bias voltageV.

Some examples of nanotubes imaged with STM at ro
temperature Fig. 1~a! and at 4 K Figs. 1~b!–1~f! are shown.
The scale bar in Figs. 1~b!–1~d! corresponds to 10 nm. Th
apparent width of the nanotubes varies between 5 and 20
This scale is determined by the size of the STM tip rath
than the nanotube diameter, which is in the range of 1.4
Various nanotubes and small bundles can be seen in the
age of Fig. 1~a!. Carbon nanotubes usually lie straight on t
surface but may be deformed due to irregularities in the s
face such as monoatomic steps or crossings with other tu
Hertel et al. showed that single-walled carbon nanotub
may experience substantial deformations at surface irre
larities due to the large van der Waals binding energies
5238 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRB 62 5239SPATIALLY RESOLVED SCANNING TUNNELING . . .
tween nanotubes and the substrate surface.18 The nanotube
emerging from the left-bottom corner in Fig. 1~a! is indeed
bent strongly at the crossings with two other nanotubes.
total lateral extent of such bends is typically about 30 n
The STM images of Figs. 1~b!–1~e! show details of, respec
tively, a crossing, a sharp bend, a nanotube end and a bu
in which several individual nanotubes can be resolved. T
right part of Fig. 1~b! are two height profilesh(x) that are
taken along the dashed lines shown in the STM image on
left. From the top profile, the individual nanotubes have
apparent height relative to the surface of 1.70 and 1.65
Taking into account a van der Waals distance between
tubes and the surface of about 0.25 nm,19 the diameters are
1.45 and 1.40 nm. The crossing of the two tubes, shown
the bottomh(x) profile, has a total height of 3.35 nm. Th

FIG. 1. STM images at room temperature~a!, and at 4 K~b!–~f!.
The scale bar in b–e is 10 nm.~a! Large-scale image where variou
nanotubes and small bundles on a surface of Au~111! can be ob-
served.~b! Crossing of two nanotubes. The curves on the right
two height profiles taken along the dashed lines indicated in
image.h is the height,x is the coordinate along the lines.~c! A
sharply bent nanotube.~d! An end of a nanotube that splits off from
a bundle. The dotted line illustrates how a series of STS curves
be taken to observe gradual changes in the local DOS at the en~e!
A bundle in which individual nanotubes can be discerned.~f!
Atomically resolved image of a chiral nanotube. The image is c
rected for the geometrical distortion that stretches the appa
nanotube lattice in the direction normal to the tube axis~Ref. 21.
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corresponds to the sum of the individual tube heights an
van der Waals distance between the nanotubes and bet
the lower nanotube and the surface. Figure 1~c! is an image
of a sharply bent nanotube, or possibly of a nanotu
‘‘kink.’’ As mentioned in the introduction, kinks can be
junctions between different nanotubes. Figure 1~d! is
zoomed in on a nanotube that splits off from a small bund
The dotted line crossing the end of the nanotube is an
ample of a line along which a series of spectroscopy m
surements can be taken to observe the change in the
DOS at the end of the tube. Such measurements are
cussed in Sec. III B. Figure 1~e! shows a bundle of nanotube
in which the individual nanotubes can be discerned. Fig
1~f! is an atomically resolved image of a chiral nanotub
The image has been corrected for the geometric distor
that stretches the apparent carbon lattice in the direction
pendicular to the tube.20,21 The chiral angle obtained from
Fig. 1~f! is 2161°. In general, a large variety of chira
angles could be found for this nanotube material, rang
from zigzag to armchair. Diameters that are measured fr
apparent height measurements are in general quite sm
about 0.9 nm, which is probably due to the flattening
nanotubes by tip forces during imaging.21 More reliable val-
ues can be obtained from tunneling spectroscopy meas
ments. As will be discussed in detail below, the energy d
ferences between the subbands in the DOS depend stro
on the diameter. Using this to deduce the diameter, value
;1.121.5 nm are found, which corresponds reasonably w
to TEM measurements where diameters of about 1.4
were determined.17

All spectroscopy measurements presented in this pa
were done at 4 K and on individual nanotubes. Curren
voltage (I -V) tunnel spectra were taken by switching off th
feedback and recording the current as a function of the b
voltage while keeping the STM tip at a fixed positio
dI/dV-V curves~from here calleddI/dV curves! were nu-
merically calculated fromI -V spectra.dI/dV can be taken as
a measure for the DOS.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Density-of-States

1. Long nanotubes

Two classes of DOS are expected for nanotubes, one
semiconducting and one for metallic nanotubes. The curv
and 6 in Fig. 2 represent the theoretical DOS for a (11,7)
a (9,9) tube, which have approximately the same diam
but are semiconducting and metallic, respectively. Two ty
of dI/dV spectra taken with STM can indeed be disti
guished for various nanotubes. Several examples are sh
in Fig. 2. The left figure showsdI/dV curves 2–5 with vari-
ous peaks and a small energy gapDEgap of about 0.7 V. The
right figure, curves 7–10, have only two clear peaks or
sets in the displayed voltage range and have a large pla
of constant conductance around zero biasDEsub of about 1.9
V in width. The experimentally obtained spectra compa
well to the theoretical curves. Both energy differencesDEgap
and DEsub should scale in theory inversely linear with th
diameter of a nanotube. Semiconducting nanotubes wit
diameter of 1.4 nm have an energy gapDEgap52dnng0 /d
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5240 PRB 62L. C. VENEMA et al.
'0.6 eV, where dnn51.42 Å is the distance betwee
nearest-neighbor carbon atoms andg052.9 eV is the energy
overlap integral between nearest neighbors.22 For metallic
nanotubes, the separationDEsub between the onsets i
DEsub56ag0 /d'1.8 eV for d51.4 nm. In this case, ther
is no energy gap but the DOS between the subbands is fi
~albeit small! and constant. The experimentally obtain
DEgap andDEsub correspond to these calculated values. O
of 29 nanotubes on whichdI/dV spectra have been obtaine
19 were semiconducting and 10 were metallic. This res
confirms the prediction that about one-third of the (n,m)
nanotubes are metallic and two-thirds are semiconductin

It is well known from STS literature that at large bia
voltage the tunnel barrier is reduced considerably, wh
leads to an overestimated DOS at higher bias.23 To account
for this effect,dI/dV can be normalized byI /V. The top
curves 58 and 108 in Fig. 2 are normalized spectra
dI/dV/(I /V), calculated from curves 5 and 10. The norm
ization technique is especially useful for metallic spectr
copy curves since the first onsets appear at a relatively
voltage, around61 V. The peak shapes of the subband o
sets are enhanced by the normalization as can be obse

FIG. 2. Experimental and theoretical DOS for semiconduct
~left! and metallic~right! nanotubes. For clarity the curves are ve
tically offset by 0.1 and 0.2 nA/V, respectively. The DOS consi
of a number of subbands with sharp~Van Hove! singularities at the
onsets. Curves 1 and 6 represent the theoretical DOS for a (1
and a (9,9) nanotube, which are semiconducting and metallic
spectively. These curves were calculated by Philippe Lam
Curves 2–5 aredI/dV spectra taken by STM on nanotubes that c
be identified as semiconducting and have an energy gapDEgap of
about 0.7 V. Curves 7–10 are spectra on nanotubes that ca
identified as metallic and have a large plateau of constant con
tanceDEsub of about 1.9 V. The curves 5’ and 10’ in the top par
are normalized curves, obtained from 5 and 10.
ite
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for the metallic curve 108. The value forDEsub determined
from the normalized curves is slightly smaller, by about 0.
eV, as compared to the value found fromdI/dV curves, due
to a small shift of the onsets. For the semiconducting curv
the normalization does not significantly affect the interv
between the subband onsets since they are smaller. The
malized curves are smoothed near zero bias because o
large divergences from the normalization procedure. De
mining the peak position of the first valence subband on
for the semiconducting curves often is problematic beca
small noise fluctuations may lead to spurious peaks.
therefore use the normalization technique for metallic na
tubes to obtain the most reliable value forDEsub, but deter-
mine the intervals between subband onsets for semicond
ing nanotubes fromdI/dV curves.

Various energy intervalsDEi 2 j , both above and below
the Fermi energy, are indicated for the semiconducting cu
in Fig. 3~b!. The differences between the subband ons
follows within a good estimate a simple rule.15,16 From the
approximately linear energy dispersion near the Fermi le
for graphene, the first four Van Hove singularities for sem
conductors can be found to appear at energiesE15
6dnng0 /d, E2562dnng0 /d, E3564dnng0 /d, and E45
65dnng0 /d. The separations between the singularities

g

s

,7)
e-
.

be
c-

FIG. 3. Analysis of energy intervals between subbands and
shifts of the Fermi level.~a! Metallic dI/dV/(I /V) spectrum in
which DEsub and Fermi level shiftdE are indicated.~b! Semicon-
ductingdI/dV spectrum with several subband onset separations
dicated,DEi 2 j

v for the valence band andDEi 2 j
c for the conductance

band. The shift of the Fermi leveldE is also shown.~c! Subband
intervalsDEi 2 j

v,c in voltage differencesDV plotted as a function of
the energy gaps for about 20 semiconducting nanotubes. The
line represents 1/2DEgap and the dotted lineDEgap .
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PRB 62 5241SPATIALLY RESOLVED SCANNING TUNNELING . . .
then DE2215dnng0 /d51/2DEgap , DE32252dnng0 /d
5DEgap , and DE4235dnng0 /d51/2DEgap . For a metal,
the Van Hove singularities appear at energiesE15
63dnng0 /d, E2566dnng0 /d, and E3569dnng0 /d. The
separationsDEi 2 j are therefore all of the size 3dnng0 /d
5DEsub. It is difficult to observe several energy intervals
the metallic case since the onsets appear at large ene
@ uVu*1 V, see for example Fig. 3~a!#. However, in the semi-
conducting spectra, three to five subband onsets are us
visible. In Fig. 3~c!, energy differences that were obtaine
for about 20 semiconducting nanotubes are plotted aga
the energy gap of each tube and compared withDEgap ~dot-
ted line! and 1/2DEgap ~solid line!. There is much scatter in
the data, but it can be observed that the first and third s
band separations~closed squares, circles, and triangles! are
near the 1/2DEgap line whereas the second subband sepa
tions ~open circles! are closer to theDEgap line. This obser-
vation is in agreement with the simple rule of alternati
subband spacings. Deviations in the positions of the subb
onsets may occur due to the nonlinearity of the graph
energy dispersion far away from the Fermi energy and du
hybridization with the gold substrate.

Also indicated in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! is the shiftdE of the
spectra relative to zero bias. This shift can be attributed
the charge transfer between the gold-nanotube interface
to the difference in work function. Au has a work function
;5.3 eV, whereas nanotubes were found to have a w
function of about 4.3 eV.24,25 The aligning of the Fermi lev-
els by transfer of electrons from nanotube to gold leads to
asymmetric position of the nanotube band structure rela
to the Fermi level. From the STS spectra we find that]E is
about 0.360.1 eV for both metallic and semiconductin
nanotubes, independent ofDEgap and DEsub. This agrees
with the theoretical Fermi-level shift of about 0.2 eV as
result of the charge transfer between a metallic substrate
a nanotube.26 In the case of the semiconducting nanotub
the Fermi level is actually shifted into the valence band. F
metallic tubes the Fermi level stays well within the plate
between the subband onsetsDEsub.

Often, a suppression of the tunneling conductance n
zero bias can be observed, see for example the met
dI/dV curves 7 and 10 in Fig. 2. This zero bias anomaly
also sometimes present in spectra taken on the bare
substrate away from the nanotubes. The suppression o
tunneling DOS at the Fermi energy for disordered cond
tors is a well-known problem in the literature.27–29 It was
argued that electron-electron interactions in the presenc
impurities results in a negative correction to the DOS, wh
is singular at the Fermi energy. This theory may apply to
present case, since the STM tip is likely to be a disorde
conductor as it is made from an alloy of Pt and Ir. The ze
bias anomaly is possibly enhanced by the Luttinger liq
character of carbon nanotubes.30,31

2. Short nanotubes

In short nanotubes the DOS may show additional str
ture due to finite-size effects. For nanotubes of finite len
the available energy states in the length direction will
quantized. For finite metallic nanotubes it has been sho
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that the energy bands that cross at the Fermi level consis
well-separated single electron states that are coherent ov
considerable length of the nanotube.32–34 The energy level
splitting DEL scales inversely linear with the lengthL, as
DEL5hvF/2L, wherevF593105 m/s is the Fermi velocity.
Discrete energy levels can be observed by cutting nanotu
into small pieces using voltage pulses to the STM tip.35 The
inset of Fig. 4 shows a nanotube that was cut into a piec
about 40 nm. Its metallic character is apparent fromdI/dV
measurements before the cuts, that were similar to the
tallic curves in the right plot of Fig. 2. After the nanotub
was cut into a piece of 40 nm, the DOS showed oscillat
behavior near the Fermi energy, with a peak-peak separa
of about 50 meV~Fig. 4!. More pulses were applied to cu
the tube to even smaller pieces.dI/dV spectra on a 16-nm
piece~Fig. 4 , top curve! also showed clear oscillations, wit
a peak-peak separation of about 160 meV. These values
respond reasonably well with the predicted energy le
separation: the theoreticalDEL is 50 meV forL540 nm and
120 meV forL516 nm.

FIG. 4. dI/dV spectra zoomed in at low energies on a meta
nanotube that has been cut into short pieces to observe energy
splitting. The inset shows a topographic image of the tube afte
was cut by voltage pulses to a piece of 40-nm. The bottom spect
was taken on the nanotube before it was cut. The tunneling con
tance shows an oscillatory behavior~middle curve! with a period of
about 50 mV for the 40-nm piece. After cutting the tube to 16 n
the period is about 160 mV~top curve!. The top curve is offset
vertically for clarity by 0.6 nA/V. The middle curve is not offse
but was taken at a smaller tunnel distance and therefore has a h
tunneling conductance.
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B. Spatially resolved spectroscopy

1. Nanotube ends

By measuringdI/dV as a function of position in the
length direction of a nanotube, the evolution of the DOS n
special sites such as nanotube ends can be observed
straight-dotted line drawn in Fig. 1~d! crossing the end of a
nanotube, is an example of such a measurement. Figure~a!
displays a series of curves, measured on a semicondu
nanotube, each about 2 nm apart along the dashed line
cated in the topographic image of Fig. 5~b!. The curves are
offset vertically to show the gradual change of the tunnel
DOS along the tube near the end. Starting form the top,
band structure can be well observed and is reproducible
adjacent curves. The energy gapDEgap and the first subband
separationDE221

v are indicated for the top curves. Near th
tube end, the subband edges fade out and two new p
appear within the energy gap at about 0.3 V. These pe
also fade out again in the last two curves where the S
moves off the tube end and onto the gold substrate. In
topographic image of Fig. 5~b!, which is obtained at a bia
voltage of 0.4 V, the nanotube appears brighter near the
This corresponds to the observed higher local density
states within the energy gap in the last;10 nm.

A very illustrative way of presenting the spatially re
solved data is to plotdI/dV in grayscale as a function o
both the voltageV and the positionx along the nanotube
Such a grayscale graph is shown in Fig. 6~a! for a spectros-
copy measurement on another semiconducting nanot
dI/dV curves are obtained about 0.15 nm apart along a
of 30 nm. At the top, wherex50, the STM tip is far away
from the end. After about 25 nm, the tip moves off the tu
and onto the gold. A dark color in this graph corresponds
a high-tunneling conductance. Figure 6~b! shows a few
dI/dV curves taken from horizontal cross sections in F
6~a!, at the positions 1, 2, and 3 that are indicated in

FIG. 5. Electronic structure of the end of a semiconduct
nanotube.~a! dI/dV spectra measured at positions 2 nm apart alo
the dashed line shown in~b!. The energy gapDEgap and the sub-
band intervalDE221

v are indicated in the top curve. From top
bottom, the band structure gradually fades out and conducta
peaks arise at the end.~b! Topographic image of the nanotube en
taken at a bias voltage of 0.4 V.
r
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grayscale graph. ThedI/dV spectrum measured far awa
from the tube end, curve 1, indicates that this nanotube
semiconducting. The energy gap is not completely visi
due to the finite60.5 V voltage window, but the strong ris
in dI/dV near zero bias corresponds to the onset of the
valence subband observed for all semiconducting curv
The zero-bias anomaly can be clearly observed in the g
scale graph, as the light-gray vertical stripe at 0 V for
,x,8 nm. The most striking feature is the fading out of t
band structure atx'8 nm and the appearance of three sha
peaks that show an oscillating behavior. These threedI/dV
peaks can, for example, also be seen in curve 2. In the
tom few nm, forx.25 nm, the STM tip actually measure
dI/dV on the gold substrate. The tunneling conductance h
is indeed featureless~curve 3!. Measurements on the sam
nanotube, taken several minutes later, showed that the o
lating pattern ofdI/dV peaks is highly reproducible. Be
tween measurements, voltage pulses were applied to
STM tip, away from the nanotube, to change the shape of
tip apex. Since this did not change the observed behavio
the nanotube, we can exclude artifacts due to the mic
scopic shape of the tip. The remarkable behavior of oscil
ing peaks has also been observed on other semicondu

g

ce

FIG. 6. Tunneling conductance measured as a function of b
the bias voltage and the position along ends of semiconduc
nanotubes.~a! dI/dV in grayscale plotted against the voltageV and
positionx along a nanotube length axis. Dark colors correspond
large tunneling conductance. In the bulk of the nanotube (x,8
nm!, the STM tip is far away from the end and the local DOS
similar to the semiconducting band structure. Forx.8 nm, sharp
peaks arise in thedI/dV that fluctuate in energy as a function o
position. At the last few nm (x.26 nm!, the STM tip is off the
tube.~b! dI/dV curves that are taken from horizontal cross sectio
in ~a! indicated with the numbers 1, 2, and 3. The curves are of
by 2 nA/V for clarity. ~c! dI/dV in grayscale versusV andx for a
different semiconducting nanotube end. The tip is off the tube at
last few nm, wherex.13 nm.
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PRB 62 5243SPATIALLY RESOLVED SCANNING TUNNELING . . .
nanotubes. An example is shown in Fig. 6~c! for a different
semiconducting nanotube. Again, sharp peaks are obse
that fluctuate along the tube.

We have no good understanding of all the observed
tures indI/dV at the nanotube ends. It would be useful
know the geometry of the ends, for example, whether t
are closed or open. The single-walled nanotubes are assu
to be closed by caps during the growth, but it is difficult
confirm this by imaging because of the bluntness of the S
tip. In fact, STM spectroscopy can in principle be used
identify the nanotube ends9,36 as has been done by Carr
et al.9 and Kim et al.14 They measured sharp resonances
the tunneling conductance at the last few nm at the end
nanotubes and identified these as localized states corresp
ing to a specific arrangement of pentagons at the end. In
case, sharp peaks also appear but they are found to osc
in energy position over a large distance, 10–20 nm, wh
cannot be explained by the presence of localized def
alone. Possibly, the gradually changing capacitance betw
the STM tip and nanotube when the tip scans over the
has to be taken into account. Simulations37 show that the
capacitance between the tube and tip changes at the end
a length scale corresponding to the tip size. Our STM tips
typically 10–20 nm, which is also the scale over which t
fluctuation patterns are observed. However, when the ti
dispaced a few nm, the change in capacitance should b
the order of a few 1023 aF, which cannot explain the larg
energy fluctuations of about 0.1 eV within that distance.

2. Nanotube kink

As discussed in Sec. II, nanotubes are often continuo
bent due to elastic deformations. However, sharp bend
kinks may also appear due to junctions between two na
tubes with different (n,m) indices. Such junctions can b
possible when pentagon-heptagon defect pairs are prese
the hexagonal carbon network.38–40 In principle, nanotubes
with a different electronic character can be connected to e
other by such kinks, which is of interest for nanoscale el
tronics. Nanotube kinks have indeed been observed by T
~Refs. 41 and 42! and atomic force microscope~AFM! ~Ref.
43! imaging. A recent report of the electronic conductance
nanotube kinks provided evidence for the existence
semiconductor-metal and metal-metal heterojunction43

Kinklike sharp bends are occasionally observed in STM
pographic images@for example Fig. 1~c!#. Figure 6~a! shows
a zoomed image of such a sharply bent nanotube. At var
positions, indicated by the numbers 125, STS measure
ments were done. The tunnel spectra above the kink are
tallic @curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 7~b!# whereas below the kink
they are semiconducting~curves 325). This result strongly
suggests that the kink is a heterojunction between a semi
ducting and metallic nanotube.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper we surveyed various measurements of
tunneling DOS in single-walled carbon nanotubes
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Au~111!. From dI/dV tunnel spectra, all nanotubes wit
various chiralities could be classified as either metallic
semiconducting, with energy subband separations that c
pare well to the theoretical predictions. Discrete energy l
els could be measured in the local DOS at low energies f
short metallic nanotube. The measured DOS curves are
sitioned asymmetrically around zero bias, indicating a s
of the Fermi level towards lower energies. This can be
tributed to the difference in work function between the nan
tubes and the gold substrate.

Spatially resolved measurements are used to obs
changes in the local DOS at interesting topological sites s
as nanotube ends and kinks. Measurements on semicon
ing tube ends show that sharp conductance peaks ap
within the energy gap that fluctuate in energy with positi
along the nanotube axis in a reproducible pattern. We do
yet have an explanation for all the experimental facts. W
obtained also spectroscopy data on a nanotube kink tha
pears to be a molecular semiconducting-metal heteroju
tion. These measurements show that spatially resolved S
spectroscopy can be a useful technique to study the e
tronic structure of carbon nanotubes and may be explo
further to characterize nanotube devices such as kink het
junctions.
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FIG. 7. Topography and spectroscopy measurements on a n
tube kink that appears to be a semiconductor-metal junction.~a!
Topographic image of the nanotube kink. The bend angle is 1
Numbers 125 indicate positions where spectroscopy measu
ments were done.~b! dI/dV and normalizeddI/dV curves mea-
sured at positions 125. These curves indicate metallic behavior
the top part~1,2! and semiconducting behavior of the bottom pa
(325). Curve 1 is offset by 2, curves 3 and 4 by 0.15 nA/V.
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